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The Healthcare Staffing Shortage 

researchers at the missouri economic research and information center (meric) conducted a historical analysis 
of the past 5 rounds of long-term occupational projections starting with the 2000-2010 projections and ending 
with the recently released 2008-2018 projections . within the Healthcare cluster, there were six occupations that 
were identified as having historically high numbers of occupations with growth openings . these occupations 
were registered nurses, medical assistants, pharmacy technicians, licensed practical and licensed Vocational 
nurses, nursing aides, orderlies, and attendants, and dental assistants . 

despite the current economic climate, the health care industry has experienced steady growth . these six 
occupations, especially registered nurses, consistently have high growth that outpaces the number of graduates 
and trainees entering the workforce . in 2008, missouri had an average 7 .8% vacancy rate for registered nurses 
and in some areas; the vacancy rate was higher than 11% .1 nationally, the number of licensed practical and 
licensed Vocational nurses employed by hospitals decreased by 153,000 since 1984, mainly due to hospitals 
shifting the roles of nursing support staff .2 

this skills gap is expected to continue to intensify as more baby-boomers are aging and their need for health 
care grows . By 2025, the national nursing and healthcare support shortage is expected to grow between 
260,000 to 1 million people .3 there are 320 medically underserved areas or populations throughout missouri’s 
counties currently, and that number can only be expected to grow until the healthcare industry, workforce and 
education policy makers take proactive measures to decrease the shortage of healthcare support occupations .4 

Healthcare Skills Gap

Healthcare support occupations often have a large skills gap due to the nature of their work . these occupations 
typically have heightened work life stress and greater turnover rates in the workplace . Hospitals trying to deal 
with cost effectiveness are handing over more responsibilities to support staff than higher salaried doctors 
and physicians . Because of this, there are increased problems with nurse-to-patient ratios and overall patient 
care . more than 75% of nurses surveyed by the american association of the colleges of nursing said that the 
healthcare support staffing shortage presents problems for their work life, the quality of patient care, and the 
amount of time they have to tend to their patients . almost 93% of those surveyed stated that if the shortage 
continues into the future it would serve as a catalyst for them to leave the profession completely .5 

failure to retain nurses and healthcare support workers contributes to the skills gap in the industry . High 
turnover for healthcare support occupations is also costly to healthcare facilities . in 2008, missouri spent over 
$44,000,000 on temporary staff needed because of increased turnover rates . this staffing uses a considerable 
portion of hospital budgets .6 also, the aging trend of healthcare support staff is rising and a large number is 
expected to retire in the coming years . in 2008, the average age of registered nurses was 47 and over 45% of 
all nurses were aged 50 or older .7

one of the other large contributing factors to the skills gap in the healthcare industry is the lack of trained 
faculty . nursing programs typically lose money for many colleges, therefore their willingness to expand the 
programs is stifled and salaries are not raised for faculty . in a national survey, over three-quarters of nursing 
schools stated that they were unable to accept all qualified applicants into entry-level programs due to faculty 
shortages .8 despite this, the council of physician and nurse supply called for an additional 30,000 nurses to 
graduate annually to keep pace with the national healthcare expansion .9 without adequate faculty to train the 
up-and-coming healthcare support workers, the number of graduates will continue to be disproportionate to 
the needs of the healthcare industry .
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Recommendations

Hospitals and the government can do more to alleviate the skills gap for healthcare support staff by increasing 
funding and opportunities for education and training . for the 2009 fiscal year, congress appropriated $530 
million for funding health workforce programs throughout the nation, as well as an additional $200 million 
granted through the american recovery and reinvestment act of 2009 . medicare also contributes roughly $150 
million annually to support nursing education, but that is a small share compared to the $12 billion annually 
they contribute to hospitals for specialized physicians education . to address the shortage of workers in rural 
and overpopulated areas, the Health resources and services administration funds programs for primary care, 
general dentistry, and nursing to provide healthcare to the underserved regions of missouri .10 

today the majority of nurses in missouri are trained in the academic setting rather than getting their primary 
healthcare education in a hospital-based setting . over 89% of registered nurses in missouri graduated with 
either an associate or a Bachelor ’s degree in 2009 . one alternative for easing the shortage through other 
methods has been to offer training opportunities through alternative training . the state of washington has 
instituted the washington Heath care worker training coalition that hopes to provide an additional 550 
incumbent entry-level workers interested in the healthcare field a chance to advance into a healthcare support 
occupation . this would then create an additional 350 entry-level positions that would then have the chance 
to advance later in their career as well . courses and training would be offered through workforce learning 
opportunities, online instruction, and recruiting more instructors to allow for applicants to move along 
the nursing pathway: medical assistant to licensed practical nurses, before finally becoming certified as a 
registered nurse . this grant would allow for more low-wage workers with the interest in healthcare to advance 
their training and long-term career opportunities .11

other opportunities washington provides for healthcare training is the state need grant which allows more 
low-wage workers to apply for part-time healthcare support training which would allow them to both advance 
their skills and keep their current jobs . some opportunity grants also offer payment for up to 45 course credits 
for income eligible students studying in high-demand occupations, especially in healthcare .12 missouri can 
alleviate a number of the shortages by offering more opportunities for healthcare skills training to those workers 
who may have previously been interested in entering the field but could not afford the cost .

training also needs to be updated to deal with newer, emerging technologies in the healthcare field . electronic 
monitoring and recording is becoming the norm for healthcare facilities now to eliminate paper waste and 
increase hospital transparency . using these new tools can also decrease turnaround time for patients and create 
a more seamless healthcare service industry . more remote distance learning can be completed for trainings in 
missouri in areas that do not have full access to healthcare education facilities . some training facilities are using 
newer computer simulation monitoring systems that track how clinicians are performing against the established 
best practices for their institutions .13 a more advanced and comprehensive early training system allows for less 
workplace stress for healthcare support occupations .

most importantly, hospitals and healthcare facilities need to address the high turnover rates for healthcare 
support occupations that occur do to workplace stress caused by the nature of the industry and the staffing 
shortage the employees face . registered nurses are seeing their workloads increase exponentially due to the 
shortage and their cost-effectiveness . these nurses are attempting to care for more patients than is possible, 
thereby decreasing the patient care received and causing nursing burnout . By instead training registered nurses 
with more leadership skills, more workers could be hired as lower paid licensed practical and Vocational nurses 
or medical assistants which could handle more of the case loads and alleviate the nurse to patient ratios and 
workplace stress . evidence shows that licensed practical nurses prefer working in hospital environments, but 
they are often forced to work elsewhere as hospitals have restructured from team-based model to a primary 
nursing care model .14
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Historically High-Growth Healthcare Occupations

each of the six occupations experiencing historical high-growth are outlined with more information about what 
to expect for future employment, with the most up-to-date projections for missouri’s outlook and the training 
and skills need for each occupation . these six occupations have the best potential for narrowing the workforce 
shortage in missouri and increasing the quality of patient care as the healthcare industry continues to grow .

registered Nurses
registered nurses have consistently been a growing occupation in all of the past five long-term projections that 
meric has completed since 2000 . this occupation is defined as someone who assesses the health of patients, 
what help or assistance the patient will need, and maintains the medical records throughout their stay . they 
assist with the ill, convalescent, injured, or disabled patients, and can work within hospitals or smaller medical 
offices to assist patient case management . registered nurses are required to have licensing and registration, 
and educational requirements range from an associate degree to a master’s or doctoral degree . 

missouri has seen the actual employment of registered nurses grow by over 10,000 employees between 2000 
and 2008 . this is a 20 .1% growth rate over an eight-year period, which is faster than the average estimated 
growth rate of 19 .6% for the past five long-term projections .

national trends estimate that between 2008 and 2018 there will be continued growth in employment for 
registered nurses due to slight increases in hospitals, physician’s offices, nursing care facilities, and outpatient 
centers across the united states . registered nurses will make up a larger portion of the industry employment 
due to their cost-effectiveness compared to the higher wages commanded by physicians and medical 
specialists . missouri’s long-term projections also predict a 17 .1% growth in registered nurses employment, with 
over 21,000 anticipated openings throughout the state .

across missouri, there are 51 academic institutions that provide the training to become a registered nurse . 
these courses range from a postsecondary Vocational certificate to a doctoral program . in 2009, there were 
4,155 students graduating with degrees for registered nursing . 

2000   2010 2002   2012 2004   2014 2006   2016 2008   2018

Missouri Employment Projections for Registered Nurses

50,612

59,992

50,082

61,426

53,114

65,189

56,196

65,622
60,774

71,186
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of the 4,155 graduates of registered nursing programs for missouri in 2009, a large number were registered 
nurses obtaining new or advanced training . Because of the small number of new registered nurses gaining 
certification, the occupation is unlikely to fully meet the estimated 2,100 average total openings for missouri  

Institutions with Degree and Certification Programs for Registered Nurses
avila university missouri state university
Boonslick technical education center moberly area community college
cape girardeau career & technology center national american university
cass career center nichols career center
central methodist university                      north central missouri college
chamberlain college of nursing ozark technical community college
clinton technical school park university
columbia college penn Valley community college
concorde career college pike lincoln technical center
cox college rolla technical center
crowder college saint louis university
culver-stockton college saint luke's college
east central college sanford-Brown college
Barnes-Jewish college south central career center
graceland university southeast missouri state university
grantham university st . charles community college
Hannibal career & technical center st . louis community college
Hannibal-lagrange college state fair community college
itt technical institute three rivers community college
Jefferson college university of central missouri
lincoln university university of mary
lutheran school of nursing university of missouri
metropolitan community college university of phoenix
mid-america nazarene university webster university
mineral area college wentworth military academy & Junior college
missouri southern state university

Degrees Conferred for Registered Nurses in 2009

21

23

352

45

16

1,623

2,075

Postsecondary Vocational Certi�cate 2-4 yr.

Associate Degree

Bachelor's Degree

Postbaccalaurate Certi�cate

Master's Degree

Post-Master's Certi�cate

Doctoral Degree
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Medical assistants
medical assistants have also consistently been a growing occupation in all of the past five long-term projections 
that meric has completed since 2000 . this occupation is defined as someone who performs the administrative 
and some clerical duties for physicians . medical assistants may be in charge of maintaining patient records, 
scheduling appointments, coordinating billing and coding for insurance, as well as preparing patients for exams, 
taking vital signs, and administering medications under the direction of the physician . medical assistants are 
required to have licensing and registration, and educational requirements range from on-the-Job training to an 
associate degree . 

missouri has seen the actual employment of medical assistants grow by over 1,000 employees between 2000 
and 2008 . this is a 14 .8% growth rate over an eight-year period, which is much slower than the average 
estimated growth rate of 35 .5% for the past five long-term projections .

national trends estimate that between 2008 and 2018 there will be continued growth in employment for 
medical assistants due to slight increases in physician’s offices, but larger growth in hospitals and surgical 
centers across the united states . medical assistants will make up a larger portion of the industry employment 
due to hospitals maintaining lower costs . missouri’s long-term projections also predict a 20 .5% growth in 
medical assistants employment, with over 2,500 anticipated openings throughout the state .

in 2009, there were 49 academic institutions that provide the training to become a medical assistant in missouri . 
those training to become a medical assistant could chose between a postsecondary Vocational certificate 
obtained in one year or gain more advanced training in a two year setting . in 2009, there were 2,172 students 
graduating with degrees as a medical assistants . 

2000   2010 2002   2012 2004   2014 2006   2016 2008   2018

Missouri Employment Projections for Medical Assistants

7,081

9,928

6,831

10,303

6,540

9,352

6,958

8,557
8,129

9,795

Degrees Conferred for Medical Assistants in 2009

Postsecondary Vocational Certi�cate 1 yr.

Postsecondary Vocational Certi�cate 2 yr.

607

1,000
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Pharmacy technicians
pharmacy technicians have been a growing occupation in four of the past five long-term projections that meric 
has completed since 2000 . this occupation is responsible for preparing the medications per the pharmacists’ 

instructions, as 
well as measuring, 
counting, labeling, 
and recording the 
medications for 
patients . pharmacy 
technicians are 
required to have 
licensing and 
registration, 
and educational 
requirements range 
from on-the-Job 
training to an 
associate degree . 2000   2010 2002   2012 2004   2014 2006   2016 2008   2018

Missouri Employment Projections for Pharmacy Technicians

5,002

6,725

5,320

6,739 7,223

8,758
7,826

10,467 10,539

13,358

Institutions with Degree and Certification Programs for Medical Assistants
allied college moberly area community college
Bolivar technical college national american university
Brown mackie college nevada regional technical center
Bryan college new Horizons computer learning center
columbia area career center new madrid county area technical school
concorde career college north central missouri college
daruby school northwest missouri state university
east central college perryville area career center
eldon career center pinnacle career institute
everest college rolla technical institute
franklin technology center saline county career center
grantham university sanford-Brown college
Hannibal career & technical center southeast missouri state university
Heritage college st . charles community college
Hickey college st . louis college of Health careers
High tech institute st . louis community college
international institute of metro st . louis st . louis public schools-adult technical education
Jefferson college state fair community college
kirksville area technical center stoddard county career learning center
lex la ray technical center techskills
macon area Vocational technical school texas county technical institute
metro Business college three rivers community college
metropolitan community college unitec career center
midwest institute for medical assistants Vatterott college
missouri college
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missouri has seen the actual employment of pharmacy technicians grow by over 5,500 employees between 
2000 and 2008 . this is a 110 .7% growth rate over an eight-year period, which is exceedingly faster than the 
average estimated growth rate of 28 .57% for the past five long-term projections .

national trends estimate that between 2008 and 2018 there will be substantial growth to the demand for 
pharmacy technicians . pharmacy technicians are increasingly taking on more of the routine tasks within the 
pharmacy usually handled only by the pharmacist . large increases in employment are expected in grocery 
stores and other general merchandise stores as more are adding pharmacies . pharmacy technicians are also 
projected to grow in electronic shopping and mail-order businesses as more people are able to purchase their 
prescriptions through the internet . missouri’s long-term projections also predict a 26 .8% growth in pharmacy 
technicians employment, with over 5,000 anticipated openings throughout the state .

across missouri, there are 23 academic institutions that provide the training to become a pharmacy technician . 
these courses range from a postsecondary Vocational certificate to an associate degree . in 2009, only 221 
pharmacy technicians graduated in missouri, this is far under the estimated annual openings for pharmacy 
technicians which was 548 total openings . 

Degrees Conferred for Pharmacy Technicians in 2009

Postsecondary Vocational Certi�cate 1 yr.

Postsecondary Vocational Certi�cate 2 yr.

Associate Degree

90

64

67

Institutions with Degree and Certification Programs for Pharmacy Technicians
allied college ozark technical community college
Brown mackie college rolla technical center
columbia area career center saline county career center
crowder college sanford-Brown college
everest college sikeston career & technical center
franklin technology center southeast missouri state university
kirksville area technical center st . charles community college
macon area Vocational technical school st . louis college of Health careers
metropolitan community college state fair community college
midwest institute for medical assistants university of central missouri
national american university Vatterott college
north central missouri college
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licensed Practical and licensed Vocational Nurses
licensed practical and licensed Vocational nurses has been a growing occupation in three of the past five 
long-term projections that meric has completed since 2000 . this occupation is defined as someone who assists 
with the ill, convalescent, injured, or disabled patients, usually under the supervision of a registered nurse, and 
can work within hospitals or smaller medical offices to assist patient case management . licensed practical and 
licensed Vocational nurses are required to have licensing and registration, and educational requirements within 
missouri usually require a postsecondary vocational certificate . 

missouri has seen the actual employment of licensed practical and licensed Vocational nurses grow by over 
200 employees between 2000 and 2008 . this is a 1 .29% growth rate over an eight-year period, which is slower 
than the average estimated growth rate of 8 .84% for the past five long-term projections .

national trends estimate that between 2008 and 2018 there will be slight decreases for the occupation in 
hospitals and physicians’ offices due to the increased demand for registered nurses and nursing aides 
to complete the tasks usually performed by licensed practical and licensed Vocational nurses . missouri’s 
long-term projections also predict an 11 .38% growth in licensed practical and licensed Vocational nurses 
employment, with over 7,800 anticipated openings throughout the state .

in 2009, there were 44 academic institutions that provide the training to become a licensed practical and 
licensed Vocational nurses in missouri . those training to become a licensed practical and licensed Vocational 
nurse could chose between a one-year or two-year postsecondary Vocational certificate . in 2009, there were 
1,346 students graduating with degrees as licensed practical and licensed Vocational nurses . 

Degrees Conferred for Licensed Practical & Vocational Nurses in 2009

59

1,287

Postsecondary Vocational Certi�cate 1 yr.

Postsecondary Vocational Certi�cate 2 yr.

2000   2010 2002   2012 2004   2014 2006   2016 2008   2018

Missouri Employment Projections for Licensed Practical
                                                                      & Vocational Nurses

18,083
19,250

18,252
20,329

17,182
19,220

18,274 18,849 18,317
20,402
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Nursing aides, orderlies, and attendants
nursing aides, orderlies, and attendants has experienced regular growth and has appeared as a high growth 
occupation in three of the past five long-term projections that meric has completed since 2000 . nursing aides, 
orderlies, and attendants are responsible for providing basic patient care under the supervision of nursing staff . 
their duties may consist of feeding, clothing, bathing and moving patients in the health care facilities, and clean 
the patient rooms once they have been discharged . this occupation typically required on-the-Job training or a 
postsecondary Vocational certification . 

Institutions with Degree and Certification Programs for  
Licensed Practical & Licensed Vocational Nurses

applied technology services mineral area college
Bolivar technical college moberly area community college
Booneslick technical education center nevada regional technical center
cape girardeau career & technology center nichols career center
carthage technical center north central missouri college
cass career center north county technical special school district
columbia area career center northland career center
concorde career college ozark technical community college
d/r intravenous therapy consulting, inc . pemiscot county career & technology center
east central college pike lincoln technical center
eldon career center poplar Bluff technical career center
four rivers career center rolla technical center
franklin technology center saline county career center
gibson technical center sanford-Brown college
Hannibal career & technical center sikeston career & technical center
Hillyard technical center south central career center
Jefferson college st . louis college of Health careers
kennett career & technology center st . louis public schools-adult technical education
kirksville area technical center state fair community college
lebanon technology & career center texas county technical institute
lex la ray technical center warrensburg area career center
metropolitan community college waynesville career center

2000   2010 2002   2012 2004   2014 2006   2016 2008   2018

Missouri Employment Projections for Nursing Aids, 
                                                                  Orderlies & Attendants

37,170

42,319
38,630

45,637
40,542

48,361

38,387
41,444

39,468
43,306
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missouri has seen the actual employment of nursing aides, orderlies, and attendants grow by just under 2,300 
employees between 2000 and 2008 . this is a 6 .2% growth rate over an eight-year period, which is slower than 
the average estimated growth rate of 13 .8% for the past five long-term projections .

national trends estimate that between 2008 and 2018 there will be continued growth in employment for 
nursing aides, orderlies, and attendants due to slight increases in hospitals, physician’s offices, nursing care 
facilities, and outpatient centers across the united states . nursing aides, orderlies, and attendants will make 
up a larger portion of the industry employment due their increasingly performing many of the duties normally 
attended to by licensed practical and licensed Vocational nurses . missouri’s long-term projections also 
predict a 9 .7% growth in nursing aides, orderlies, and attendants employment, with slightly fewer than 7,800 
anticipated openings throughout the state .

across missouri, there are 51 academic institutions that provide the training to become nursing aides, 
orderlies, and attendants . graduates for these institutions would receive a one-year postsecondary Vocational 
certification . in 2009, only 41 nursing aides, orderlies, and attendants graduated in missouri, this is far under 
the estimated annual openings for nursing aides, orderlies, and attendants which was 777 total openings . 

Institutions with Degree and Certification Programs for Nursing Aides, Orderlies, & Attendants
applied technology services metropolitan community college
arcadia Valley career technology center mineral area college
Bolivar technical college missouri association of nursing Home administrators
cape girardeau career & technology center moberly area community college
carrollton area career center moberly area technical center
carthage technical center north central area Vocational technical school
cass career center northland career center
center for Health careers northwest technical school
columbia area career center ozark mountain technical center
crowder college ozark technical community college
dallas county career center penn Valley community college
daruby school perryville area career center
david H . Hart career center pike lincoln technical center
east central college rolla technical center
excelsior springs area career center saline county career center
franklin technology center sikeston career & technical center
grand river technical center south central career center
Hannibal career & technical center st . louis college of Health careers
Herndon career center st . louis community college
Hillyard technical center st . louis public schools-adult technical education
Jefferson college state fair community college
kirksville area technical center unitec career center
lake career & technical center university of central missouri
lebanon technology & career center warrensburg area career center
lex la ray technical center waynesville career center
macon area Vocational technical school
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Dental assistants
dental assistants have witnessed growth within the occupation in three of the past five long-term projections 
that meric has completed since 2000 . this occupation is defined as someone who assists the dentist with 
setting up the patient and equipment needed, as well as maintaining the patient records . normally, dental 
assistants are involved with preliminary teeth-cleaning and x-rays of patients for oral exams . dental assistants 
are required to have licensing and registration, and educational requirements range from a postsecondary 
Vocational certificate to an associate degree . 

missouri has seen the actual employment of dental assistants grow by over 250 employees between 2000 and 
2008 . this is a 5 .4% growth rate over an eight-year period, which is much slower than the average estimated 
growth rate of 29 .6% for the past five long-term projections .

national trends estimate that between 2008 and 2018 there will be continued growth in employment for dental 
assistants due to slight increases in dental offices . this is mainly due to dentists continuing to delegate more 
patient care to their dental assistants . missouri’s long-term projections also predict a 20 .5% growth in dental 
assistants employment, with over 2,000 anticipated openings throughout the state .

across missouri in 2009, there were 18 academic institutions that provide the training to become a dental 
assistant . these courses range from a postsecondary Vocational certificate to an associate degree . in 2009, 
there were 492 students graduating with degrees for dental assistants . 

2000   2010 2002   2012 2004   2014 2006   2016 2008   2018

Missouri Employment Projections for Dental Assistants

4,722

5,925
5,205

7,664

4,853

6,922

4,752
5,279 4,979

6,063

Degrees Conferred for Dental Assistants in 2009

212

97

183Postsecondary Vocational Certi	cate 1 yr.

Postsecondary Vocational Certi	cate 2 yr.

Associate Degree
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Conclusion

missouri has seen consistent growth in support occupations for the healthcare industry, but there is still a 
shortage of workers that leads to higher work life stress and less consistent patient care . By providing more 
training options and attending to the needs of current staff, the healthcare workforce has the opportunity to 
nurture and develop new talent that can keep pace with current needs .

other states across the nation, like washington, have taken more advanced steps to alleviate their healthcare 
shortage with proactive measures by recruiting current entry-level workers with the possibility of advancement 
into higher-wage healthcare occupations . other simpler steps such as hiring more nursing faculty at educational 
and training programs can increase the number of applicants accepted to programs, and thereby increase the 
graduation rates for new workforce participants .

as the population continues to retire and age, healthcare will become an even more vital industry with sustained 
growth . to ensure superior patient care and growth in the future, the shortage of workers in the healthcare 
industry has to be dealt with now so the problem does not become compounded with other growing pains the 
workforce may experience .

Institutions with Degree and Certification Programs for Dental Assistants
advanced dental careers metropolitan community college
allied college midwest institute for medical assistants
cape girardeau career & technology center missouri college
central missouri dental assisting nichols career center
cherry Hill dental program of dental assisting ozark technical community college
concorde career college saline county career center
everest college sanford-Brown college
High tech institute st . louis community college
laurel institute for dental assistants Vatterott college
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